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Subscription Inventory Replenishment 

Delivered On-Premise or in the Cloud 

About K3S 
UNDERSTANDING  

CARRYING COST 

Since 1990, K3S has worked with wholesalers and retailers 

to develop the most effective inventory replenishment 

tools on the market.  Our unique approach to software, 

consulting and education has allowed us to service 

multiple industries throughout North America and provide 

unparalleled service.   

 

Today, our customers represent some of the largest, most 

well respected organizations in their industry as well as 

smaller single location distributors.   

 

While our customer base has grown to be very diverse, 

they all share one common requirement.  They all need an 

effective way to control one of the most important assets 

in their company…inventory.   

Core Features 

How much does it cost to carry inventory?  The 

answer is not as simple as it seems.  The interest 

that you pay on your inventory represents a small 

portion of the total carrying cost.   

 

When you add in storage, taxes, spoilage, 

insurance, obsolescence, and opportunity cost, the 

total inventory carrying cost can easily exceed 24%!   

 

Controlling inventory has never been more 

important! 

K3S-Replenish 
 K3S-Replenish has been designed with a buyer’s workflow in mind.  This 

means displaying all the information you need to make smarter purchasing 

decisions without overwhelming you with information that will only cloud 

those decisions.   

 

Using advanced demand forecasting techniques, K3S-Replenish can produce 

order suggestions with 95% accuracy.  Buyers spend less time analyzing and 

placing orders, and more time on functions that can have a lasting impact on 

your organization. 

 

For your company, the results can be dramatic; Reduce inventory by 
20%, raise service levels, 50% time-savings.   
 

(Warehouse Replenishment) 
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Providing advanced replenishment 

solutions for the warehouse and for 

retail stores since 1990! 

K3S-ReStore 
After tremendous success replenishing warehouse inventory, 

K3S created K3S-ReStore to help our customers manage retail 

inventory, whether in corporately owned stores or in locations 

serviced by a wholesaler.  Operation is simple; on-hand retail 

inventory is transferred to the warehouse.  K3S-ReStore will 

analyze the demand and create a forecast using the same 

advanced techniques utilized in K3S-Replenish.  Orders are 

then automatically created for the warehouse.    

 

K3S-ReStore has proven to be extremely effective in its ability 

to provide far-reaching benefits to both the retail location and 

the warehouse.  Retail locations enjoy a simplified ordering 

process that is tremendously effective in reducing 
inventory while increasing sales through 

better product availability.   

 

For the warehouse, K3S-

ReStore produces more 
stable and predictable 
demand.  In addition, it is a 

service that can help build a 

strong connection between the 

supplier and customer.    

(Retail Replenishment) 

The greatest tools in the world are useless if the buyers 

don’t know how to use them.  At K3S, we put a 

tremendous focus on ensuring that our customers have 

all of the resources they need to get the most out of the 

tools we provide.  In addition to the initial training of K3S 

tools, we also provide ongoing educational resources 

including: 

 

• Online user guide and videos 

• Web-based refresher courses with a trainer 

• Onsite education 

• On-demand support 

• Monthly training workshops 

• Annual Users Conference 

 

All of this means that our customers can rest assured  

that they will not only be provided the tools they need  

to manage their inventory, but the resources to get the 

most out of those tools. 

 

Support Consulting 
Building K3S-Replenish didn’t happen over night.  

Making sure it addresses the needs of our customers 

doesn’t happen without working along side them.  One 

of the cornerstones of our success has been our ability 

and willingness to work with our customers and build 

tools that address the replenishment challenges they 

face on a daily basis.     

 

These consulting services are just part of what we do 

every day to build and develop our tools to ensure they 

will always provide the most effective solutions on the 

market. 

When a software product is responsible for 

running and maintaining an asset as important as 

your inventory, you’ll want help when something’s 

not right…and you’ll want it now.   

 

K3S provides domestic technical support to all of 

our clients and is available 24/7 to ensure that our 

tools are always there and operating when you 

need them.   

 

	
	

Carrying Cost Breakdown 

• Advanced Demand Forecasting 

• Lead-Time Forecasting 

• Order Cycle Analysis 

• Seasonal Forecast 

• Daily Demand Forecasting 

• Demand exception alerts 

• Order constraint building 
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